Installation Instructions for JK 4DR Warrior Cage Set Extended
Install Side Window Nets
Step One.
Start by installing the d-rings on panel behind carpet by rear door latch. This hole is a pre-existing hole. Be sure
D-Ring is facing the front of the jeep. Once ring is installed, push carpet back in place leaving the D-ring out.
Another option to this is to cut a small slit in the carpet, and pull d-ring through it.

Step Two.
With label facing out, install the top 2 straps around the roll cage on top. Do not tighten any of the straps yet.

Step Three.
Working counter clockwise, install the 3rd strap around the rear roll bar, be sure to go behind the seat belt.

Step Four.
For the 2007 – 2010 models, insert the corner strap thru the opening in the seatbelt retractor box. Bring this strap
through the opening in the seatbelt retractor box and slide it under the plastic and bring strap around and tighten.

For 2011 -2016 Models, Bring the long strap around the plastic seatbelt retainer box, bring the buckle
end around the other way. Insert long strap through the built in d-ring on the floor of the cargo area, and
connect to the buckle and pull tight.

Step Five
Install the last strap through the d-ring that you just installed.
Now adjust the net, and tighten.

Next start on the cage
With the label facing out of the jeep, on the passenger side, start at the bottom. Attach hooks in groove of the
tailgate bar that comes with the soft top.

Next, working your way up the back of the cage, attach the hooks in the existing cut outs on the rail of your
jeep. Do not tighten buckle just yet.

(2007 – 2010 models)
For 2011-2016 Models, insert hook in the hole on the side rail, then insert strap through the hook.

(2011-2016)

Next strap ties around the roll bar, just above the plastic seatbelt retractor box.

Attach the next 2 straps.
Attach 4th strap just above the seatbelt. Start tightening the 4th strap first. Then tighten and adjust the
previous straps.

Then continue all the way to the front, attaching all the straps on the roll bar, but do not tighten.
The ring on top with no strap is integrated with the side window strap.

Attach front straps with the strap going out towards the outside of the jeep, and the buckle going towards the
inside of the jeep. Bring the long strap around the outside corner of the roll bar, bring it under the roll
bar and back up to secure to the cam buckle.

Now adjust and tighten all straps.
Once everything is in place, adjust and tighten all the straps. Insert excess straps through the slip keepers.
Works with the Soft Top up, down or off. Works with Hard top on too, just omit the first 2 steps.
If soft top is going to be put down or up, the bottom 2 buckles on the cage net need to be undone, once Top is in
place, then reattach the last 2 buckles.
If you have any questions regarding the install, please feel free to call us.
(661) 294-3000

